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Abstract Multi-parametric flow cytometry is a key technology for characterization of immune
cell phenotypes. However, robust high-dimensional post-analytic strategies for automated data
analysis in large numbers of donors are still lacking. Here, we report a computational pipeline,
called FlowGM, which minimizes operator input, is insensitive to compensation settings, and can
be adapted to different analytic panels. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based approach was
utilized for initial clustering, with the number of clusters determined using Bayesian Information
Criterion. Meta-clustering in a reference donor permitted automated identification of 24 cell
types across four panels. Cluster labels were integrated into FCS files, thus permittingation Criterion; CV, coefficient of variation; DC, dendritic cell; EM, Expectation Maximization; FSC,
re Model; MFI, mean fluorescent intensity; SSC, side scatter
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250 X. Chen et al.comparisons to manual gating. Cell numbers and coefficient of variation (CV) were similar between
FlowGM and conventional gating for lymphocyte populations, but notably FlowGM provided improved
discrimination of “hard-to-gate” monocyte and dendritic cell (DC) subsets. FlowGM thus provides
rapid high-dimensional analysis of cell phenotypes and is amenable to cohort studies.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Flow cytometry is a key technology for the characterization
of the cellular component of the immune system. Flow
cytometers are able to simultaneously quantify different
surface markers of single cells, allowing the identification
and quantification of different immune cell subpopulations.
In recent years, improvements in measurement speed and
experimental automation have enabled comprehensive
immunoprofiling of larger cohorts [1].
The gold standard for the analysis of raw flow cytometry
data has until now remained “hand gating” (i.e., analysis
through computer-assisted procedures for the classification of
cells into single cell types using software tools such as FlowJo
[2]). Each sample is analyzed by successively separating cell
types by successive “gating” in a series of one- or
two-dimensional projections. However, the manual operation
is laborious and subject to biased visual inspection and gate
adjustment. These concerns grow with increased numbers of
measured phenotypic markers. Moreover, there is a major
limitation in that information critical for accurate gating may
not be present in the selected two-dimensional projections.
Here, we report a new method for analyzing multi-
parametric flow cytometry, the need for which was motivated
by the Milieu Intérieur study. This project aims at defining the
genetic and environmental determinants of variable immuno-
logic phenotypes in a healthy population [Thomas et al.,
co-submission]. Cell phenotyping constitutes one of the major
data sets to be integrated into the data warehouse, and as such
efforts were made to standardize each step of the sample
collection, technical procedures and data analysis. A Compan-
ion paper highlights the pre-analytical semi-automated mea-
sures put in place for labeling and data generation [Hasan et al.,
co-submission]. This manuscript details the automated analytic
workflow developed for the identification and analysis of 24 cell
types across four 8-color cytometry panels.
Our work follows from a large number of computational
approaches that have been developed for automated flow
cytometry analysis. Recently, the FlowCAP study evaluated
a range of approaches [13]. In all cases, however, the
datasets used by these investigators were of a smaller scale
than the ones in our study, in terms of samples studied
(FlowCAP: up to 30 samples; here: 115 samples × 4 panels),
and the number of events per experiment (FlowCAP: up to
approximately 100,000 events; here: on average 300,000
events per FCS file). Due to these differences, we found that
top-ranked FlowCAP approaches were inadequate to address
the needs of our data sets. For example, the ADICyt
approach [4] required more than 6 h for the analysis of a
single sample. The FlowMeans software [5] was faster, but
required manual assignment of cell types to each cluster inevery single sample. The recent X-Cyt approach [3] was
designed explicitly to efficiently address the problem of
larger numbers of samples. However, X-Cyt still requires the
definition of a “partitioning scheme”, a series of mixture
models whose sequence and parameters have to be manually
configured and calibrated for each cell type of interest in
any given analytic panel.
To support the analysis of the Milieu Intérieur cohort
dataset, we developed a novel high-dimensional data
analysis approach, which we refer to as FlowGM, utilizing
fast algorithms that enable the standardized analysis of
large numbers of samples. We describe its application to two
representative 8-color panels with up to 11 cell populations
classified per panel. Its principal feature is that, after the
definition of global parameters in a reference sample (i.e., a
one-time manual assignment of cell type labels to clusters),
it is possible to automatically position and identify cell
populations across the entire dataset. This approach will
enable analysis of our large healthy donor cohort.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Dataset
Four 8-color cytometry panels targeting major leukocyte
populations across 115 individuals from different age groups
and genders were designed to characterize the major
immune cell populations (T cells, B cells, NK cells and
monocytes), as well as subpopulations of T cells, dendritic
cells (DC) and polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN). The
standardized procedure of collection and treatment of the
whole blood sample is described in [Hasan et al., co-
submission]. For each of the four panels, technical replicates
performed by five parallel blood samples obtained from
three donors (“repeatability” studies from [Hasan et al.,
co-submission]) were generated to examine robustness of
the experimental and computational protocols.
2.2. FlowGM cluster model
The input to FlowGM is a set of m sets of n quantitative
measurements (“events”), formally, m n-dimensional vec-
tors. Clustering is based on a multivariate Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) [6], which has the form
p xjθð Þ ¼
Xk
j¼1
α j N x μ j;R j
 
A GMM thus corresponds to a set of k clusters, each
described by a cluster weight αj and an n-dimensional
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ters θ are its centroid μj, and its extent and orientation, ∑j
in n dimensions. The weight of each cluster corresponds to
the proportion of all cells assigned to it. Gaussian mixture
models have been used for flow cytometry, but a particu-
larity of FlowGM is that several such clusters can be used to
model cells of one type that may not adequately be modeled
by a single normal distribution.
2.3. Clustering cells using Expectation Maximization
(EM)
Starting from an initial configuration, the degree of fit
between the clusters and the data is quantified by a
likelihood function. Each stage of an iterative optimization
process (Expectation Maximization, EM) improves the
likelihood in two steps [7]. In an E (Expectation) step,
each event is assigned to (potentially, multiple) clusters
whose location is close to the event. In an M (Maximization)
step, the cluster parameters are optimized to fit the events
assigned to it.
2.4. FlowGM workflow
Step 1 Define pre-processing parameters (manual)
To initialize automatic processing of Phase I, FlowGM
requires the input of a few parameters, such as the
choice of a reference sample, and the selection of
potential pre-filtering and post-filtering parameters.
Step 2 Perform pre-filtering (automatic)
Automated pre-filtering helps eliminate noise (such as
doublets) and/or “uninteresting” cells (i.e., Dump
populations), which is of importance when the cell
types of interest are rare. Two filters have been
pre-configured: A doublet filter and a filter that
eliminates cells that are negative relative to
user-definable markers (based on two-component one-
or two-dimensional GMMs). The filter eliminates the
95th percentile of the cluster corresponding to the
“uninteresting” cells.
Step 3 Determine the number of clusters (automatic)
The number of clusters (k) used to model the reference
sample is determined by minimizing the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [8]. The BIC represents a
tradeoff maximizing the degree of fit between the
cluster model and the data on the one hand (expressed
by the likelihood p(x|θ)), and, minimizing, on the other
hand, model complexity (based on the number of
clusters k):
BICk ¼ −2 ln p xjθð Þð Þ þ k ln mð Þ:
Specifically, we choose k that minimizes the average of
BICk under 20 EM runs starting with random initial
configurations.
Step 4 Establish the reference clustering (automatic)
Once the number k of clusters has been determined,
FlowGM determines 100 random initial configurations of
k clusters as starting points, and performs clustering
using Expectation Maximization, as described in
Section 2.4. The resulting clustering with the highestlikelihood is selected as the reference clustering in the
second FlowGM phase.
Step 5 Label reference clusters with cell types (manual)
An operator defines the cell types of interest, and
assigns one or more corresponding clusters to each such
cell type (labeling). Thus, each cell type of interest
corresponds to a set of clusters (meta-cluster).
Step 6 Perform post-filtering (automatic, optional)
This optional step offers the possibility of eliminating
additional “uninteresting” events that remain in the
clusters determined in Step 5 (analogous to a “dump”
gate for conventional approaches and useful in focusing
the clustering analysis). Two filters have been
pre-configured: A dead cell filter (based on the Viability
channel), and a “dump” filter that eliminates selected
cells in specified meta-clusters. In both instances, the
cells above or below a defined threshold are removed.
This threshold is automatically determined as the 95th/
99th percentiles of a fitted one-dimensional Gaussian
distribution of a reference population along a
pre-defined channel. The reference population may
either be the meta-cluster itself, or a negative control
that has been removed in the pre-filtering (Step 2).
Step 7 Cohort samples: pre-filter and cluster by adjusting
labeled reference clustering (automated)
After the reference sample has been processed in
Steps 1–5, FlowGM processes all other samples in a
fully automated manner. Pre-filtering proceeds as
described for the reference donor (Step 2). FlowGM
then determines the clustering using EM, as described
in Section 2.4, starting with the labeled reference
clustering (from Step 5) as the initial configuration.
Finally, post-filtering is applied (if selected), as in
Step 6.
2.5. Visualization of the resulting clusters in FlowJo
One innovation incorporated into FlowGM included the
embedding of labels for each cluster and meta-cluster as
additional attributes (numerical identifiers) for each cell in
the FCS data file. This allows inspection of the different
clusters in FlowJo [2] or other software that can analyze FCS
data files.
2.6. Software implementation
FlowGM was implemented using Matlab and Statistics
Toolbox Release 2012b [9] and R (version 3.0.1) [10]
flowCore package [11]. The visualization graphs were
prepared with FlowJo software version 9.7.5.
3. Results
3.1. FlowGM workflow
Motivated by the need for high-quality analysis of a large flow
cytometry data set, we developed the novel, and largely
automated FlowGM data analysis approach. Its computational
high-dimensional clustering approach avoids the limitations
inherent to analysis based on two-dimensional projections
(Fig. 1A). Experimental data is modeled as a mixture of
AB
C
Figure 1 Analytic approach for multidimensional clustering of multi-parameter cytometric data. (A) Four simulated clusters in 3D
space that cannot be separated in any 2D projection. (B) Illustration of the expectation–maximization (EM) clustering algorithm using
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) clusters, when applied to this data. Points are colored according to their posterior likelihood, the
ellipsoid reflects cluster shape, ‘+’ indicates the cluster centroid, transparency of each ellipsoid reflects cluster weight. Five phases
are shown: initial random parameter values, updated parameters after the first M-step, after two iterations, after ten iterations, and
final solution. (C) FlowJo and FlowGM workflows.
252 X. Chen et al.normal distributions (See Materials and methods, Section 2.3)
and employs Expectation Maximization (EM) to iteratively
adapt model parameters (Fig. 1B and Materials and methods,
Section 2.4).The overall operation of the FlowGM workflow can be
understood on the basis of its similarities and differences
relative to the current ‘gold standard’ manual FlowJo
workflow (Fig. 1C). For both approaches, two phases can
253Automated flow cytometric analysis across large numbers of samples and cell typesbe distinguished. In the first phase, method parameters are
calibrated on selected reference samples. In a second phase,
all other samples are processed on the basis of the calibratedA
B
C
Figure 2 Number of clusters and mapping to cell types. (A) The
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) when evaluated on 20 random in
is optimal. (B) User-based aggregation of FlowGM clusters into me
centroid heat map (normalized coordinates). B cells are identified a
(T-1) and CD8β+ (T-2), NK cells are identified as CD56+ with two subse
three subsets: CD14hi (Mono-1), CD14hiCD16hi (Mono-2) and CD14loCD
the right. (C) Distribution of CD45 intensity for different cell types oparameters. To be suitable for large cohort studies, FlowGM
was designed to minimize the manual per-sample effort in
the second phase.number of clusters k is determined with the minimum average
itial solutions for each choice of k. For the lineage panel, k = 36
ta-clusters for immune cell type characterization with cluster
s CD19+, T cells are identified as CD3+ with two subsets: CD4+
ts: CD16hi (NK-1) and CD56hi (NK-2), monocytes are identified as
16hi (Mono-3). The manually assigned cell types are indicated on
f interest in the reference donor.
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255Automated flow cytometric analysis across large numbers of samples and cell types3.2. Identification of the major cell lineages by
FlowGM
We first applied FlowGM to the lineage panel dataset [Hasan et
al., co-submission]. Cells were stained with the markers CD45,
CD3, CD4, CD8β, CD14, CD16, CD19, and CD56. Following the
approach of the manual analysis by Hasan et al., we used
forward and side scatter (FSC/SSC) solely to exclude doublets;
the remainder of our data analysis is performed on the
dimensions of the indicated eight markers. The number of
events in the data files ranged from 106,000 to 787,000. After
filtering out doublets, FlowGM estimated the optimal number
of clusters k to be 36, using the BIC (see Materials andmethods,
Section 2.4) on the reference donor (Fig. 2A).
Once k was determined, FlowGM performed EM clustering
100 times, starting with different random initial configurations
of k clusters. The clustering solution with the highest likelihood
p(x|θ) constitutes the reference clustering, whose clusters
were then manually labeled with the different cell types of
interest (i.e., leukocyte subpopulations). The corresponding
cluster centroids are represented as a heat map, with the
assigned cell types indicated (Fig. 2B).
Note that only 24 of the 36 clusters corresponded to cell
types of interest, and the color coding is chosen indepen-
dently for each marker to resolve the entire spectrum of
expression across these cell types (using the Matlab HeatMap
function). For example, as CD45− cell populations were not
of interest in this study, all selected cells were CD45+ and as
indicated by the normalization, the lowest and highest levels
of CD45 expression were observed in monocytes and T cells,
respectively (Figs. 2B, C).
To facilitate the understanding of our findings and permit
user cross-validation, FlowGM allows the embedding of
cluster IDs and meta-cluster IDs as additional channels
(designated “C-ID” and “MC-ID”, respectively) into the FCS
input file, permitting importation of all data into FlowJo (or
other FCS-compatible software). FlowJo visualizations of the
labeled FlowGM lineage clusters confirmed our GMM-based
assignments (Fig. 3). By gating on MC-ID to select one
FlowGM meta-cluster, it is possible to view the clustered
cells in 2D projections that correspond to manual gating
strategies. FlowJo visualizations of all 36 FlowGM clusters
are shown in Fig. S1. Backgating is also possible: starting
with manual gated data and examining where the captured
events cluster in C-ID or MC-ID space (data not depicted).
3.3. Pre-filtering supports clustering of rare
dendritic cell subsets
We next evaluated the performance of the method on rare
subsets of cells (b1% of the total cell events). In addition to the
elimination of doublets early in the analysis, we identified the
need for pre-filtering of cells considered by the user as
uninteresting – similar to the use of a “Dump” gate – only in
the case of FlowGM the procedure is automated and thusFigure 3 Visualization of labeled meta-clusters in FlowJo Clust
meta-clusters with all principal manual gating steps, starting with
(red) and CD4+ (green) and CD8β+ (yellow) subsets of CD3+ T c
sub-populations. (C) CD14hi, monocytes (Mono-1, mauve) CD14hiCD1
(Mono-3, light purple).removes operator bias. Pre-filtering of the DC panel was based
on a two-component, two-dimensional GMM that utilized data
from CD14 and HLA-DR markers. Thresholds were automati-
cally set at the 95th percentiles of the CD14/HLA-DR
double-negative population (represented by the red line,
Fig. 4A). The resultant cells were investigated using the FCS
embedding feature of FlowGM, and inspection of representa-
tive files revealed accurate retention of desired HLA-DR+ and/
or CD14+ cells (Fig. 4B).
Next, we estimated k using the BIC and defined a clustering
solution using data from a reference donor (Fig. S2). Of the 40
clusters defined as the optimal fit, 22 were of interest and
manual labeling of the meta-clustered data captured five
myeloid cell subsets: cDC1, identified by their high BDCA2 MFI
and low expression of CD14; pDCs, identified by the highest
BDCA2 and BDCA4 MFIs; cDC3, identified by their expression of
BDCA3; CD14lo monocytes, identified by the intermediate
expression of CD14; and CD14hi monocytes, by the high CD14
MFI (Fig. S2B). Again, we highlight that the data represented in
the heat map has been normalized, and in instances where all
cell populations are positive for a givenmarker (i.e., HLA-DR),
the normalization will scale values to span the range of marker
expression. To illustrate the distributions of HLA-DR intensity,
histogram plots for DCs and monocytes are shown (Fig. S2C).
Next, an initial post-filter removed dead cells from each
meta-cluster, based on the Dump channel. A second post-filter
removed cells from cDC1 and cDC3 populations based on
expression of BDCA1 and BDCA3 respectively, of the CD14/
HLA-DR double-negative population that was previously
filtered out.
As a final validation step, we compared the level of marker
expression between retained cells and events that were
removed by the filtering process. Across all dimensions of
the data set, we confirmed the efficacy of the pre-filtering
approach (Figs. 4C, D). Additional visual confirmation can be
found in the FlowJo-projected data, where meta-clustered
data is overlaid on the total cell events in a representative file
(Fig. S3).3.4. FlowGM is robust to selection of reference
donor and may be applied to uncompensated data
One potential concern with the FlowGM approach is the
sensitivity of the clustering result to the choice of the
reference sample in Step 1 (cf. Section 2.4). This is an
important issue, as the resulting reference clustering will be
used as the basis to cluster the data from all other samples.
While practitioners may have a good intuition about which
one of the input samples is “representative”, the degree of
sensitivity to this choice could, in principle, be large.
We therefore investigated whether a more representative
reference clustering based on a larger group of samples would
be needed. To this end, we constructed 11 different cluster-
ings: the originally chosen reference clustering (which we
denote here by 1*), and ten alternative reference clusteringser IDs is incorporated into the FlowJo input file. Shown are
SSC-A/Meta-Cluster ID (MC-ID). (A) The identified CD19+ B cells
ells. (B) CD56hi (light blue) and CD16hi (dark blue) NK cell
6hi monocytes (Mono-2, lavender) and CD14loCD16hi monocytes
AB
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Figure 4 Pre-filtering for analysis of rare cell populations. (A) Pre-filtering in dendritic cells (DC) by low expression of CD14 and
HLA-DR. Red lines indicate the thresholds that were automatically determined using GMM. (B) Validation of pre-filtering using FlowJo
visualization. (C) MFI of filtered (gray) and remaining (red) cells. Pre-filtered cells display a lower MFI in all channels except Dump.
(C) Standard deviation of fluorescence intensity for the same cell population. Filtered cells display less variation.
256 X. Chen et al.(1, … 10) of increasing complexity, which were obtained by
selecting a series of 10 samples from randomly chosen donors,
and then merging the samples 1, …, i for each i = 1, …, 10.
Merging different samples without alignment can be expected
to create reference clusterings that contain technical shifts,
and thus could translate into significant variation in the
clustering result.
For each possible pair of these 11 reference clusterings, we
then determined the similarity of the two outcomes after
clustering, using the F-measure [11,12] (Fig. 5A). Notably, the
F-measure values were close to 1, independently, for all pairs of
reference clusterings, indicating that the different reference
clusterings did not translate into significantly different cluster-
ing outcomes. The locations of the resulting cell types for thedifferent reference clusterings were further represented in
parallel coordinate plots (Fig. 5B). Except for the Mono-2 and
Mono-3 populations, all coordinates match extremely well
among the different reference clusterings across all dimensions.
Together, these observations suggest that the choice of the
initial reference clustering may not have a large impact on the
resulting outcome.
We also investigated the impact of compensation. Routinely,
automatic hardware compensation [Hasan et al., co-
submission] is employed. Here, we compare the results of our
approach on the same input data in an uncompensated state;
machine-compensated; or machine-compensated and FlowJo-
corrected. The computational analyses on these three datasets
were initialized with the re-estimated parameters from the
AB
Figure 5 Differences in reference clustering do not impact cell type identification Different reference clusterings are generated by
merging data from one to ten randomly selected donors; solutions are then applied to 115 cohort donors. (A) Pairwise average
similarity (F-measure) of solutions over 115 cohort donors after using different reference clusterings. (B) Mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of each identified cell population from different reference clusterings.
257Automated flow cytometric analysis across large numbers of samples and cell typesreference clustering onmachine-compensated data. The counts
for three repeatability samples obtained from different dataset
are shown (Fig. S4), and indicate that FlowGM is insensitive to
instrument compensation, and therefore resistant to potential
compensation error in the context of large datasets.3.5. Benchmarking of FlowGM demonstrates its
reliability and utility
To directly compare FlowGM clusters to manually gated
data sets, we first calculated, for each hand-gated clusterin the reference donor, the percentage of its events present
in every other FlowGM cluster (Fig. 6A). The values
indicated that, overall, the two approaches group events
similarly. The one exception were monocytes, where
FlowGM supported easy segregation of the CD14hiCD16hi
sub-population of monocytes (Mono-2) from CD14loCD16hi
sub-monocytes (Mono-3), despite the lack of additional
monocyte-specific markers (e.g., MCSF-1, CX3CR1, CCR2
PMID: 20832340).
We also studied the variability of manual and FlowGM-
derived cell counts across the repeatability samples studied
in Hasan et al. (Fig. 6B). We find that FlowGM results showed
AB
C
Figure 6 Comparison of manually gated data and FlowGM analysis. (A) Performance on reference donor: percentage of events in
FlowJo cluster present in FlowGM clusters. (B) Performance on repeatability data: counts of each cell type for three donors with five
replicates. The FlowGM results show a comparable CV with manually gated data. (C) Performance on 115 cohort donors: manually
gated data and FlowGM analysis highly agree (r = 0.944) on 115 cohort donors.
258 X. Chen et al.good agreement with the results from manual analyses. The
slight bias for higher numbers from FlowGM may stem from
the need for high-dimensional information to confidently
assign certain events to cell types (as in the schematicexample shown, Fig. 1A). Coefficients of variation (CVs),
which represent variation of data analysis and experimental
variation, were at similar levels, further indicating the high
accuracy of FlowGM analysis.
Table 1 Repeatability.
Donor a: #1 #2 #3
Lineage CD4+ T cells 16870 (4.4) b 77306 (9.9) 28838 (4.4)
CD8β+ T cells 6986 (3.8) 19408 (10.6) 21416 (4.0)
CD19+ B cells 5983 (5.3) 23679 (9.8) 3325 (4.1)
Monocytes 27615 (3.0) 42233 (11.0) 26894 (3.5)
CD14hiCD16lo mono 22269 (3.2) 34969 (10.9) 22872 (3.2)
CD14hiCD16hi mono 3196 (4.2) 3759 (11.7) 1436 (8.9)
CD14loCD16hi mono 2058 (3.3) 3505 (10.9) 2907 (5.3)
NK cells 9803 (5.1) 15989 (12.9) 12534 (4.0)
CD16hi NK 8633 (4.9) 15424 (13.0) 11632 (3.7)
CD56hi NK 1171 (7.4) 565 (11.2) 902 (8.9)
T cell CD4+ T cells 13172 (4.5) 64809 (16.4) 23450 (0.7)
CD4+ TN 3043 (4.8) 23398 (13.8) 8961 (8.1)
CD4+ TCM 8973 (4.4) 39350 (18.2) 13044 (3.6)
CD4+ TEM 1044 (6.7) 3329 (18.3) 1250 (11.4)
CD8β+ T cells 5245 (5.7) 14847 (16.8) 15283 (3)
CD8β + TN 553 (8.2) 5692 (16.8) 5903 (2.3)
CD8β+ TCM 2297 (6.2) 5737 (13.6) 5996 (7.7)
CD8β+ TEM 548 (10.2) 1181 (15) 1092 (21.2)
CD8β+ TEMRA 717 (5.1) 1206 (46.8) 954 (16)
CD8β+ 27int 1036 (8.7) 1096 (23.3) 1516 (11.7)
CD4+ CD8α+ T cells 153 (11.4) 770 (19.3) 539 (28)
DC CD14+ monocytes 25232 (12.2) 29764 (4.4) 21287 (8.4)
pDC 304 (18.5) 409 (4.1) 438 (5.0)
cDC1 2159 (12.1) 5188 (3.9) 1677 (10.4)
cDC3 42 (30) 87 (16) 44 (8.1)
PMN Neutrophils 96062 (14.3) 188428 (13.0) 119529 (12.0)
Basophils 1751 (11.4) 5878 (7.2) 2323 (11.6)
Eosinophils 10483 (13.2) 18539 (10.6) 22329 (6.2)
a Fresh blood samples from three healthy donors were divided into five aliquots each and immediately stained using four antibody
panels.
b Median absolute cell counts per 1 mL of blood in five independent analyses is represented for each cell population, as well as the
corresponding coefficient of variation (CV).
259Automated flow cytometric analysis across large numbers of samples and cell typesAbsolute counts and CVs for the repeatability data from
all four panels are provided (Table 1). The estimation of the
number of clusters and the resulting cluster positions, and
assignments to cell types for the T cell and PMN panels are
shown in Figs. S5 and S6 respectively. For the observed cell
types, absolute counts were highly reproducible, with most
CVs b15%. Compared to results of Hasan et al. [co-
submission], the level of reproducibility of FlowGM was
similar to the manual gating results across all four panels.
Finally, we used FlowGM-generated absolute cell counts
of the lineage panel across 115 donors from the Milieu
Intérieur cohort [Thomas et al., co-submission], comparing
results to those obtained by manual gating. Again, results
were highly concordant (Fig. 6C). The running time of the
computational analysis for a single panel depends on the
number n of measured events in each sample and the
number k of clusters. For the panels analyzed here, the
computation required 0.5 h (DC panel) and ~4 h (lineage
panels) on a standard laptop PC.4. Discussion
The FlowGM flow cytometry approach was developed to
address the need for fast, robust and high-quality analysis forthe Milieu Intérieur Consortium study. Our comprehensive
validation study has shown that FlowGM has produced
user-validated results whose quality is on par with, and in
some cases, exceeds, the hand-gating approach. This is an
exciting finding, as its simple computational approach does
not require the expert knowledge and experience that is
available to human operators. One important difference lies in
the systematically higher number of events assigned to cell
types by FlowGM, which suggests that the full dimensionality
of the data, instead of two-dimensional views, allows for
assigning cells that are unassigned in manual two-dimensional
analysis due to the lacking dimensionality and user-bias.
Another facet of this fundamental difference may be the
observed ability of FlowGM to segregate subpopulations of
monocytes without the need for an additional specific marker.
Notably, separation of CD14loCD16hi monocytes from NK cells
and other cell populations was achieved by integrating
information from all eight dimensions.
When comparing the design of FlowGM workflow to other
computational clustering approaches, a characteristic
difference lies in the choice to computationally model
single cell types as mixtures of Gaussians, as opposed to
single Gaussians, or other distributions, coupled with the
incorporation of knowledge and experience of a human
operator to define which clusters belong to the same cell
260 X. Chen et al.type (referred to herein as meta-clusters). This design may
constitute a ‘sweet spot’ in cytometry workflow design: A
fast and efficient overall workflow, combined with a
mathematical model that is flexible enough to model
experimental data well, the solution of a hard core problem
(the assignment of cell types to clusters) using operator
intervention, and the limitation of this intervention to a
single reference sample, as the transposition of this
knowledge to all other samples can be automated with
high accuracy.
The minimization of operator intervention means not only
significant savings in terms of manual effort, but also the
elimination of variability between different samples introduced
by subjective decisions, and a considerable improvement in
transparency and reproducibility of the path from the samples
to the absolute and relative cell counts. Furthermore, the
facility with which results are accessible for human inspection
using conventional tools, and the relative simplicity of the
FlowGM approach itself imply a high level of accessibility to
non-specialists that – we believe – will continue to play an
important role in the evolution of the approach.
We believe that the FlowGM workflow is applicable to
most other flow cytometry datasets, and anticipate that the
need for fast, robust, and high-quality analysis of large
cytometry datasets will only increase. Adaptations of the
method may be required for heterogeneous samples, in
which no single reference sample may be representative for
all others, or in cases where certain subpopulations may be
activated (e.g., disease populations). We believe that there
are relatively straightforward approaches to extend FlowGM
to automatically detect cases of inadequate fit, for
example, through the introduction of additional reference
donors (with recursive iteration of the manual Step 5). The
increased availability of experimental datasets that have
been acquired under standardized conditions may facilitate
comparison and integration, which may lead to the neces-
sary insights and technical developments to fully automate
flow cytometry data analysis.5. Conflict of interest statement
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